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Dear : 

Re the discrimina�on directed against children who look like you by Black Supremacists superintendent
 and deputy superintendent , as described via the na�onal media link and

Evanston media reference below:  

"We are in a pandemic,"  said, according to a report from the Evanston RoundTable
on Tuesday....  But there was a pandemic before this.... That was inequity and racism, and classism and all
of these other things (emphasis added, to point out the intellectual depth of 's hate).  

 said the priori�zed categories include “students receiving free or reduced lunch, Black and Brown
students, students who received an I [Incomplete] or less than 50% on their report cards, (emphasis
added, to point out the depth of 's hate in giving Black, token brown and (black) failing students
preferences over your achieving (Asian) students), emerging bilinguals, and students with IEPs.
(Parentheses added to show the real hate-filled and Black Supremacist agenda).

So, , if I understand 's and 's progressive hate, kids who have melanin content like
yours aren't welcome in District 65, and if they are already there, to the irrita�on of anthem-kneeling

 and , these kids can sit the hell at home while kids with more deserving melanin and
fashionable sexual behaviors and failing performances get all the a�en�on from your school district.  

Have you cha�ed with  and  about the fact that there are no board members who have the
approved black melanin content and the coming repercussions to you three because you don't?  And how
about the brown melanin content of the other members of your board? You think that the La�n American,
Indian-Pakistani and stylish sexual iden�ty-behavioral categories of your colleagues are going to
mollify  and  for long?  They're going to be taking their industrial grade lasers, IEDs and bolt-
cu�ers to your houses next.  And as they sit in the middle of a mob outside your house, and scream out
that the street in front of your house is THEIR street, and not yours, you remember what you didn't do to
stop their disgus�ng discrimina�on.  And understand,  that it will be too late to have a civilized
discussion about absentee fathers, broken black nuclear families, Asian family emphasis on intact families
and educa�onal performance that are at the heart of black and yellow educa�onal and incarcera�on
differences.

You are a disgrace, to your school district and to YOUR race,  as you apparently did nothing to stop
these two Black Supremacists.  Your failure to take them verbally, or via a law suit, by the collar and remind
them of the black privilege emana�ng from ~15 trillion dollars in repara�ons paid to the black community

https://evanstonroundtable.com/Content/Schools/Schools/Article/How-School-District-65-Plans-to-Keep-Students-and-Teachers-Safe-During-In-Person-Learning-/16/27/18366


since 1964, in the form of affirma�ve ac�on, preferences, set-asides and quotas, means you should
be removed yesterday because you said and did NOTHING as evil flourished, and kids who look like you
were put at the back of the bus.  Listen closely, �k tok,  because something wicked is coming for you
next.

Chris�an Eades      
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